**IDEAL FOR CONSTRUCTION, AG, INDUSTRIAL, SPECIALTY**

Deluxe MFD™ is a self-contained, multi-function, J1939 display designed for severe-duty environments. Totally sealed, it’s field programmable via a world-class software configuration tool called “Maximizer”. It processes 4-digital or analog inputs, such as fuel. And, Deluxe MFD™ is the ideal size: **Larger than typical, hard-to-read displays**, yet **not too large** so it’s more user-friendly.

**BOTTOM-LINE: MORE FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Ideal size—7.8” x 4.4” x 2.4”—ensures maximum visibility for operator
- Extra wide, easy-to-read LCD, with white LED backlighting & built-in heater
- 4-tactile switches, easily engaged, sealed, LED backlit; with intuitive menu control
- LED status indicators—amber alert, red warning
- 4-digital or analog inputs; supports non-bus functions such as fuel level
- Easy-to-install, with integral sealed connectors
- Weather-resistant, engineering resin enclosure with built-in sunshield
- Wide operating temperature & voltage ranges

**Electronics architecture derived from proven OEM solution**

**Complements Maxima’s DDBI™ (Direct Data-Bus Instruments) for a “Mix & Match” solution**

**Feature world-class software configuration tool: “Maximizer”**